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Editorial
My reaction to the race directors meeting which I attended 
in Bangor on Feb. 2^th can be summed up essentially in the word 
prodnctive. I don't believe that anyone present felt that their 
Saturday was wasted, even some of us old timers with thick heads 
and who tend to think we know it all. It turned out to be an 
all-day session, as planned, with time out for a run and lunch 
half way through the day. The turnout was surprisingly light, 
with approximately 20 present, so I feel badly for those who 
couldn't make it for whatever reason,
The success of the session was the consequence of the presence 
of experienced people who presented some interesting views and 
ideas, and an audience of good, receptive individuals who sincerely 
came there to accomplish something for the sport generally, and 
for themselves and their race, specifically.
As a starter, Dick Goodie, veteran leader of the Maine 
Masters, took the platform and, speaking almost as though recit­
ing one of his famous short stories, gave the NEAaU a good kick 
in the pants - a well deserved one, and concluded that the organ­
ization was not keeping pace with the times, namely that the old 
men leading the circus should silence themselves and let the 
younger blood take over. Specifically. Dick mentioned instances 
when Ken Flanders was denied recognition in Massachusetts after 
winning races there on several occasions, the most recent being 
the Silver Lake 30 Kilometer which was run just a few weeks ago. 
Ken won ;the race, but because he belonged to the Maine AAU which 
is not recognized by the NEAAU he was denied the victory. 
Dick also mentioned instances in which he was approached by 
NEAAU officials and asked to not allow Massachusetts runners 
( who did not have AAU cards) to run in Maine races. Dick's 
response to this was summed up in the following encounter at a 
race which he personally directed. A Massachusetts runner 
approached him at the registration table and started to apologize 
about not having an AAU card. Dick asked, "Well, what do you 
have in your wallet?" The runner replied, "a credit card". 
"That will do," said Dick.
Dick, who supposedly delivered his last speech at this 
meeting as director of the Maine Masters, picked an appropriate 
time and place to pass on to the less experienced, some or the 
more refined knowledge of his many years with the sport as a 
competitor and leader.
Bill Sayres, founder of th« Androscoggin Harriers, successful 
runner and director of numerous Auburn-Lewiston road races, 
explained his Total Participation Scoring System for club racing 
which appeared in the January 2^th issue. This genuinely unique 
formula, which probably deserves a copywrite, was well accepted 
by the group. Bill directed the first club state championship 
road race ever held in Maine in May. 1978, in his home town. In 
concluding his message at this meeting, Bill Sayres introduced 
a proposal concerning the Department of Transportation on the 
subject of multiple use facilities for public roads for the 
benefit of all citizens. Including bicyclists and runners. This 
resolution is explained on a separate page in this issue.
Brian Gillespie, president of the Maine Track Club, and 
one of the most experienced race organizers in the state, 
introduced a system for tabulating race results at the site 
and conclusion of the race. This method, which was used very 
effectively at the Maine Runner 5-Mile Road Race in Cape 
Elizabeth last December, significantly reduces the time lag 
between the finish of a race and the awards presentation. I 
have asked Brian to write an explaination of his sytem. which, 
if I receive it in time, may be in this issue. The method 
will become an important tool in some of the larger races and 
was accepted by the directors present at this meeting as a 
standard for their races.
Deke Talbot of Machias spoke to the group about heat pro- 
ble ms associated with racing in the summer. His concern 
stemmed partially from an Incident last summer in which his 
older brother succumbed from heat stroke in a 5-mile road race 
in Machias. Drawing information from his own vast experience 
in long-distance races, his primary message was that ample water 
should be made available to runners (as well as spray from 
hoses) at frequent intervals along a race route as well as at 
the finish. He recommeded that a sign poster be displayed at 
the finish site of every race, which would indicate the first- 
aid steps to take in the event of a heat stroke occurrance. 
According to Bob Hodgdon, director of Westbrook College’s April 
Amble, these posters can be obtained at any Red Cross center. 
It was generally agreed that the acceptable standard replen- 
tishment/coftling liquid be water.
Dick Goodie entertained the idea that it may not be unrea­
sonable to consider cancelling a race under vpry extreme heat/ 
humidity conditions, but that if such a move were made, it 
should first be written plainly in the pre-race entry form, 
the latter idea being initiated by Deke Talbot.
Bob Booker, Bruce Booker, and Skip Howard of Phldippldes 
(and race directors, themselves) are to be congratulated for 
their time, money, and effort in effectively carrying out this 
first-ever race directors meeting which I believe has set 
set precedent for others to f ollow.
Races
ROAD
Mar-—Id National MU 30-Kllnrnet.pr Championship _
Albany, New York Bill Shrader, 280 State St.* Albany,
New York, 12210
Mar, 17 , Roland Dvor Memorial 10 Kiln mater Road iUcp.
at Riverside Industrial Park, Portland. 1*00
Entry: 32.00 High school and under - 31.00 Post entry: 33.00 
Director: Dennis Morrill, 20 Chestnut St., Apt. 203, So.
Portland, Me. 04106 767-3177, Course: 2 loops, flat and
gently rolling.
Mar. 31 Calais tn Eastport 29-Miler and 50 -Kilometer Runs 
register at the Custom House, Calais. 10:00 start.
Course* very scenic with many long hills; open competition, 
2-(man or woman teams), 3-man or woman teams, 4-man or woman 
teams accepted; All runners must provide their own transpor­
tation and water along the route. Director: Dale Lincoln, 
Box 168, Perry, Me. 04667. 726-3907
ADILu-i (tentative) Winthrop 14.2 Mlle Road Race 12:00 
at Maranacook Community School, Readfield, Me. 32.00 entry 
Course: rolling, long hills, scenic route around Maranacook Lake. 
Director: Marty Thornton, l4o Water St. Hallowe.il, Me. 04347 
623-3682 (bus.), 289-2711 (home)
Apr*. 1 Roma Road. Race Portland 5.8 miles 
Register at the Roma, 769 Congress St., Portland 
12:45, Course: 1 loop, small hill at 3.5 miles. 
Wayne Clark, 44 Stevens Ave., Portland, Me. O4io2
1 :00
11:00 to
Director:
775-0248
Apr. .,.,8. 11 th Annual SMVII Road Race 7.6 miles; 1:00
at SMVT1, Fort Rd. South Portland, Me. 04l06; course* rolling 
out and back with hills; Director: John Dakin, SMVTI, Fi rt Rd, 
So. Portland, Me. 04106 32.00 entry; 797-3594
Apr.. .8... National AAV Womens 1Q JCUomater Championship
Albany, N.Y. Katie Williams, Fleet Feet of America, 1593 
Central Ave., Albany, N.Y. 12205
Apr...18 5Qth__Annual Portland Boys Club 5-Mlle Road Race 12*00 
at the Portland Boys Club, 277 Cumberland Ave., Portland, Me. 04111 
Course* rolling aid flat, 1 loop; Director: Burt Peverada, Port­
land Boys Club, 277 Cumberland Aye., 799-7931
Apr.—2_L 18th Annual Le-Wiaton Parks & Rec. De.pt. ZLamey-Wei 1 ehan 
Ullpp. in Lne Road Race. at the Parks & Roc. Dept. , 65 Central 
avp., Lewiston. Director: Peter Marczak, Assist. Director of 
Recreation, Parks & Rec. Dept., 65 Central >ve., Lewiston 04240 
782-0105 (cont.)
1-mlle (10:00) 12 & under as of Apr. 21st
?-mile (10:30) 13-15
3-mlle (11:00) 16 & over "
Apr- 22 Colby College Women*s 1-Mlle RaadRaCe 
11:00, at the Colby Fieldhouse, Colby College , 
Waterville. Course: hilly, 1 loop. Director:
Barb Neal, Box 1103, Colby College, Watervllle, Me. 
0U901. 873-1131 (home)
ol AMf’ICA
THE 
MARATHON
Mar.. .11 VFW Marathon. Lowell, Mass. 12:00
start and finish at VFW Post 662; Course: loop, certification 
pending; $2.00 entry fee, $3.00 post entry; Fred Brown,
157 Walsh St., Medford, Mass. 02155 (6l7) 391-1899
Mar. 18 Rnst.nn Qualifier Marathon Ithaca, N.Y. 1:00 
at Cornell University, Barton Hall. Snow date- Mar. 25th. 
Course: 1 loop with a bout 800 ft. of climbing; Barbara Booker, 
308 Eastwood Ave., Ithaca, N.Y. ;k85O
Mar* 25 Marathan Dellnntmal
Michel Rose, 12 232 Armand Bombadler, Montreal, Quebec, 
Canada H1F.1W7
Apr. 16 BAA Marathon Hopkinton, MA 12:00
Entrants must have completed another marathon under 3 hrs. (men)
or 3 1/2 hrs. (men over M-0 and women) 
bewteen *+/1/78 and 3/15/79 to qualify.
Apr^. 22 Llf.e_& Health Mara-thun.-.
Frederick, MD. 9:00
13.1 -miler 9:15
6-mller 10:15 at Frederick Seventh 
Day Adventist Community Cehter; Marathon 
course: flat, slight roll, one 1/k mile hill 
Deadline: first 2,000 runners or Mar. 26 
postmark; Life and Health Marathon, 6856 
Eastern Ave. NW Washington, D.C. 20012 
(202) 723-3700
Philadelphia, Pa. 11:00
at Fairmount Park; Course: out & back, 
3 times: J.P. Tuppeny, Weightman Hall, 
University of Fenn., Philadelphia, Pa. 
1910k
May 6 Long Island _(Newsdav) Marathon East Meadow, New York 
9:00 at Elsenhower lark, LI, N.Y. Contact: Sports Unit,
Elsenhower Lark, East Meadow, N.Y. 1155^
May 12 ChamnlaJn Valley Marathon Plattsburg. N.Y. 12:00 
Course: point to point, flat. Director: Race Chairman,
YMCA, 13 Oak S^., Plattsburg, N.Y. 12901
May. .1.3 Canada National Capitol Marathon Ottawa, Canada 9:00 
at Carleton Univ. $5.C>0 entry. Course: out and tack, mostly flat 
Contact: Recreation, 111 Sussex Dr., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
K1N5A1
May—13 Yonkers Marathon Yonkers, New York 10:00
at Yonkers Raceway; Course: N loops, certified
Sponsor: Yonkers Jaycees, c/o Alan Bolbrock, 10 Gladstone Place, 
Yonkers, N.Y.1O7O3
Note: in the May 5th 10 Kilometer Road Race in Portland (s*o
center-fold), under "awards", it should read, "one trophy per 
award winning runner."
Classifieds
$3.00 for the first three lines, 
75/ for each additional line. Each 
line has *+o letters, spaces, or 
punctuation marks.
Pro-payment required on ads and 
race nntry-form Inserts. Entry 
forms should be on 8 l/2"by 11 " 
size paper.
COMMERCIAL
1/2 page- $10.00
full-page- $18.00
MERRY MEETING
A Touring Center
River Road
Brunswick, Me. oUoi 1
Cross-Country ski touring is the fastest growing sport 
today. The simplicity, fun a nd excellent exercise it provides 
makes it an enjoyable sport for men, women and children of 
all ages.
The SKI STALL of Bath and Brunswick and THE TIRED LOGGER, 
a full-scale restaurant serving fine meals and cocktails, have 
merged to bring you one of Maine's finest curing centers.
Our new touring center offers you the latest in ski­
touring facilities with rental equipment as well as sales, 
and a complete line of accessories.
20 miles of groomed trails are available, while Inside 
the center is a restaurant and lounge, sauna, gameroom and 
child care center.
Private and group lessons are available with expert 
instruction from professions
single
#30.
RATES
Season Passes
couple family
fcM-O. #50.
trail fee
Rentals 
skis 
boots 
poles 
package
Lessons 
private 
semi-private
#•+.00
2.50
1.00
6.50
#2.5O(adult)
#3. oo
2.00
’+.00
■ ■•1 2.00/hr. 
8.00/hr. 
group (3 or more) 3»50/person
Ski Touring
Maine
Mg.rrv Meeting Touring Center
River Road, Brunswick, lie. O*+O1 1
(207)725-8930
Owners: H.B. Hoffman
Location: off of Route 1, River Road, at the
Brunswick Gold Course.
Trails: 20 miles
Services: private or group lessons; retail A: 
rental shop
Trail fee: •«<2.5o (adult) #1.25 (.imior)
iiuDd.ay_ILlver_.SkX_ Touring. .Center.
RFD 2, Box I’HT Trails: 25 mil*s
Bethel, Mo. O*+217 Location: at Bethel, follow Routes
(207) 828-2810 2,5, and 26 toward Rumford about 3
Steve & Peggy Wight miles to a left turn for Sunday River 
Sports F.tc„. inc. Ski Area. Follow this road for 2.5 
Route 1, Brunswick, Me. 08011 miles to the inn.
(207) 729-8682
Owners: Diane Ac Rodney Roberton
Sarah Ac David Giles
Location: approx. 5-miles south of Brunswick
on Route 1.
Trails: 5-6 miles, plus 1/2mlle "fitness trail"
Cervices: instruction, rental and sales
Fee: membership only
Uaraden. Snnwlm,wL
Camden, Me.
Director: Wende Frutchy
Trails: 28 miles
Services: rentals, instruction
Jarrabas.aett Valley Jkl.-JEauri.ng Gentar_
RFD, Box 518, Route 27
Carrabassett Valley, Mo. 08987
(207) 237-2861
Director: Bill Chpnard
Location: one mile off of Rt. 27, two miles
south of Sugarloaf
Trails- 100 kilometers
Services: ski retail and rental, guided tours,
moonlight excursions, races.
Trail fee: ^2.00(adults) .oo(chi Id )
Acadia National lark__
Mount Desert Island, Me.
35 miles of trails
Natanis Cross-Country S|rl Trails
Vassalboro, Main©
Bob & Julie Browne, RFD1 , Augusta, Me. 04330 
located half way between Augusta and Waterville on Rt. 201 
Trails: 10 miles
Services: rentals, outings, beginners lessons, ski shop
BShel.RMaineS0U217^
(207) 82^-2187
Located ust north of Bethel on US 2 east on the way to Newry 
and Rumford. Turn left approximately 3 miles north of the 
road interchange at Bethel.
Holley Rd., Farmington, Maine 04938
Dick & Ruth Simcock, Props. '
Cross-country trails and year-round recreation 
(207) 778-UB69
P.O. Box D
Greenville, Me. 0*+}+M-1
(207) 695-2272
Trails: 25 miles
Services: sales, rental, instruction
Located north 01 Greenville on Route 15
Hermon Meadows Ski Touring Center
Billings Rd. RFD 2, P.O. Box 368
Bangor, MP, 04401
(207) 848-3741
Owner: Winthrop Pike
Trails: 10 miles
Trail fee: S.75s?
Services: ski rentals, sales, instruction.
Teddybear Touring Trails
N.Turner, Me.
Owners: Cecil and Ellie Wheeler
(20?) 224-8275, 783-1037
Location: Off Rt. 4, one mile on Rt. 219 West at North 
Turner.
Trails: 6-7 miles of groomed, tracked trails over fields and
wooded areas.
Services: rentals, instruction, accessories, snacks, and
nursery.
Fees $2.00
New HampshlreVERMONT
Gray Ledges Farm
Grantham, N.H. 03753
(603) 863-1002
Owner: Buck Martin
Waterville Valley Ski Touring Center
Waterville Valley, N.H. 03223
(603) 236-8311
Trails: 30+ miles
Trail fee: $2.00
Services: retail; skitours, clinics, citizen 
races; instruction.
Jackson Ski Touring Center
Jackson Village, N.H. 05846
(6O3) 383-4226
Trails^ 125 kilometers
Hlup.berry. Hill.
Goshen, Vermont 05733 (802) 287-6735
Owners: Martha & Tony Clark
Location: northest of Brandon, off of either
Rt. 125 or Rt. 73.
Trails: 42+ miles
Services: complete retail and rental ski shop, 
instruction, clinics, picnic tours
Trail fee: S3#00
Woodst.QCK ukJ_ Touring Center
Route 106
Woodstock, Vermont 05091
(802) 457-2114
Trails: 75 Km
Trail fee: $3o00- adult, $1.00 (under 14) 
half-day(after 11:00) $2.00 adult, $.75 (under 14)
Services: shl school, rentals, guided tours.
The Burklyn Sk1_ Touring Center (formerly the Darion Inn)
Bax 412
East Burke, Vermont 05832
(802) 626-9332
Trails: 50+ km
Trail fee: $2.00 Monday through Friday, and $3.00
on weekends
Services: Ski shop, instruction, equipment.
SKI WLLNG
Maine Ski Touring Association
Suite #14, 336 Mt. Hope Ave.
Bangor, Me. 0’+401
Kip Bristol- Pres. 862-4131
Ski Touring Council
Troy , Vt. 05868
Ski Touring Association
Box 9
West Simsbury, Ct. O6o92
MAINE'S BUHMERfi
WHO ARE THEY
Marty Thornton Age: 36
Town-’ Hollowell Years running: 2
Birthplace: Grand Rapids, Michigan
Current job/profession: training & information coordinator 
for Developmental Disabilities Council
Trained job/profession: sculptor - woodturner
Approximate number of races run each year: 9
Typical weekly milage: 5O-6o (when gearing for a marathon, 
it's more)
General types of training done: long slow distance - shorter 
distances + speed + hills + weight lifting.
Reasons for running: because I love it - it makes me feel 
good physically and mentally. I attempt to run as a child does- 
feeling the space occupied and exploring that - consequently 
the experience of running gives something different each time 
and is always satisfying for at least one reason - sanity’.! 
Reasons for racing: provides an opportunity to test myself - 
push toward a limit of spe^d or endurance or both.
Running goals: to eventually run a 
come as close to it as I can.
Top three career races:
Bath 5-Miler - 32:06 
Litchfield 10 K ^2:55 
Winthrop Lions 9.2 Miler
66:10
Mother of three boys - 10,6, 5.
sub 3 hr. marathon... or
1st
1st
2nd
woman 
woman 
woman
**************
John Mazza Age: 38
Town: Peaks Island, Me. Years running: 12-15 
Birthplace: DesMoines, Iowa
Current job/profession: self employed carponter/builder
Trained job/profession: many/various
Approximate number of races run each year: 11 last year (1st yr.) 
Typical weekly milage: 85-1OO/week year round
General types of training done: mostly LSD - try to average 
12-13 miles per day, every day. Not enough speed work, Have 
not missed a day in almost 2 1/2 years.
Reasons for running: originally to keep in shape. Now to keep 
body and mind relaxed. Don't believe in "high" or euphoric 
feelings but find relaxed, meditative feelings while running. 
Reasons for racing: It feels gotd and it gives me a chance as 
a solitary runner to meet other runners and to compete with 
myself.
Running goals: to improve my times and to run at least one 
50-mile race.
Top three career races: not worth mentioning except completed 
2 marathons last year (Casco Bay and NYC)
I began running years ago before it became so popular. 
People used toaGk if you needed a ride if they saw you running. 
I only began racing at the end of last year but find it enjoyable 
and gives training a purpose. While not agood runner b*cause of 
size, I intend to continue forever. Look forward to arrival of 
Maine Runner for information and lift it gives a middle of th» pack 
runner like myself. Thank youe
**************
Age*. ^3
Years running: 8
Jolicoeur
Winthrop
Augusta
Treasurer & LED 1st Consumers Savings
Robert 
Town: 
Birthplace: 
Current job/profession: Pres., 
Bank (Augusta)
Trained job/profession: CPA, MBA 
Approximate number of races run each year: U
Typical weekly milage: *+0
General types of training done: 5 to 8 miles daily - approx. 8 
min. pace - longer runs on weekends of 10 to 18 miles.
Reasons for running: makes me feel good, improved physical condition, 
efficient exercise, look better, improved cardio-vascuiar 
resulting in ability to do more, sets you apart from others who 
can but are unwilling to put effort into it. accomplishing some­
thing for self, helped me quit smoking and stay away from it, 
appreciate and enjoy outdoors, meet people, burn calories, and live 
longer.
Reasons for racing: to sharpen skills and measure improvement 
over prior years.
Running goals: 1. To complete one marathon in 1979
2. To complete a 5 mile race in less than 35 min.
Top three career races:
1978 So. China Challenge 12.7 miles,
1979 Sno Fest Run (Augusta) 5 miles,
1:36:05
35-31*
<-ne can get carried away with this sport. I believe it’s 
important to keep things in perspective.
There may be other things in life more Important than winning 
or perhaps (in my case) even completing a marathon.
*>**<*******>****
MOW...
Record as many 
times and places 
as you need- 
thousands if 
necessary- just as 
fast as you can 
press a button!
The CHRONOMIX RACE TIMER is a new multiple use 
digital timing instrument which prints the time and place 
of every finisher in any kind of race, on the track, road or 
anywhere. No need to read the time or write it down. Just 
watch the race and press the button whenever you wish to 
record.
You can obtain printed lap times for every runner in 
a 10,000m race, for instance. Or get the place and time 
for every finisher in a cross country race or marathon. Or 
get dozens of workout splits in practice sessions. No 
waiting. You get results and splits immediately. Both 
cumulative (total) and sequential (lap) splits are available.
7,086 lines can be printed on a single roll of tape. The 
tape is waterproof and non-smudgeable and will accept no­
tations in pen or pencil. Printing is sharp and dark, and 
will continue up to 20 hours under rechargeable battery 
power. Three lines a second can be printed.
The Chronomix will accept up to nine inputs from 
separate buttons; thus a nine-lane sprint can be timed and 
printed without delay. (Three officials could time first 
place, one each on the next six places.) Use of long 
extension cord could allow you to have the printout read 
immediately in the pressbox or announcer's booth. The 
Chronomix has proved again and again its value as an 
official meet timer, especially when limited numbers of 
officials and watches are available. And for the big fields 
common these days in cross country and road racing, the 
Chronomix is indispensable.
Completely portable • Lightweight—only 5 lbs.-and 
compact (9 x 8 x 4”), with carrying handle • Can be 
automatically started by the gun • Automatically rounds 
off hundredths to nearest tenth-second • Can use AC for 
continuous operation • Charger included • Dozens of 
other time-saving features and useful functions
Now Available As A
RENTAL
Contact
D. 3. I. c Far land Company 
Att: Don I.cFarland
133 Eastern Avenue 
Annapolis, ’D 21403
3O1-263-6°7O
BARBARA HAM AL UK
by
Rick Krause
Barbara Hamaluk,31, of Bangor, and a member of the Central 
Maine Striders, recently returned from New Orleans where she comp­
eted in her 8th marathon, the Mardi Gras on February 18th. There, 
she ran a personal best 3:O3 improving on her previous mark of 
3.07 which was run at Boston in 1978. Obviously, she is one of 
the strongest women runners in Maine and to be specific, only one 
Maine runner has gone the marathon distance faster - Joan Benoit, 
who ran 2.50 in Bermuda recently.
Barbara has been running seriously since 1972 when she was 
in Washington DC where she worked with Ed fiuskie. She has always 
had a great Interest in government and consequently took that route 
academically, graduating from Colby College in 1970 and lat^r 
receiving her masters degree in public administration from UMO 
in 1976. She has also worked with George Mitchell with his campaign 
for governor, and currently she works with the CETA program as 
director of area operations encompassing three counties.
Her immediate plans now are to move to Portland where she wants 
to work in a new Phldippides running store - right in her element.
As successful a runner as she is, she still keeps it all tn 
perspective with the rest of her life including all of her other 
athletic Interests which include bicycling, hiking, cross-country 
aviino end swimming. She has done and still does a great deal of
, and hinted to me that she might even try a race sometime.
Quite often after a run, she'll stop off at the Bangor Y and swim, 
primarily for relaxation, variety and change of pace.
Her training consists of 8-10 mile runs, once a day, early in 
the morning, and seldom docs she do double sessions, while long 
weekend runs of 1? or more miles are less a part of her training 
than she would like them to be. She does only occasional speed­
work (in the pure sense of the word) but usually Barbara will 
incorporate some kind of quick pace-work along with her long runs, 
particularly in the final miles. Her normal training pace is about
The predominant goal on her mind at the moment is to break 3 hours 
in the marathon, which she considers to be one of her better racing 
distances within the range of her greatest potential (13 to 26.2). 
However, even when she cuts the 3 hour mark, she admits that she'll 
probably set her goals still higher and from that standpoint, be 
like the rest of us - never satisfied.
Barbara has not. however, put the shorter races aside and has 
hopes of getting better at 5 miles and such intense distances. She 
really prefers a great variety of distances when racing, anyway, 
and feels that the shorter races offer a nice contrast.
Some of the things that Barbara enjoys about running are that 
it tends to place everything in perspective, it mak<->s her feel 
more relaxed, and lastly, gives her a lot of self-confidence, which 
certainly shows itself well. Few runners lack it, and understandably 
because running Is something that only a few people do and something 
which many people would like to do but lack the self-descip] ine to do it
Genetically, Barbara probably has some good potential as 
an athlete and no doubt she could have been very successful as 
a bicyclist or swimmer. Si Poland? where she was born? her 
mother was an accomplished runner and cross-country skier. 
Having been raised in Newington, Connecticut, she returnes 
there regularly to visit the family and has gotten her mother, 
now 62, back to running again.
Running about 20 races a year, Barbara ran her first race 
here in Maine in 1977? at the Tour Du Lac 10-Mller in Bucksport 
which she discovered after meeting one of Bangor's better 
runners, Bob Thomas. Bob recently relocated to Massachusetts 
and the Central Maine Striders consequently lost one of its more 
successful competitors. Just as Bob steered her toward racing, 
so does Barbara now influence the people with whom she comes 
into c ntact. Several people who work with her have gotten 
hooked on running.
Being the top woman runner in the Central Maine Striders, 
Barbara looks at her club involvement as primarily a social 
opportunity to mix with people who have that one common denomi­
nator embedded in their basic philosophy. So far. she has not 
competed in many club races, not that she does not Intend to 
in the future.
One of my questions asked of her concerned "women only" 
races. She had mixed feelings about this (in Maine at least), 
because for one thing, she felt that there were not yet enough 
women running in this state to draw a large enough field. Yet, 
she felt that the idea was good because women, who would normally 
finish in the middle of the pack in open races, would, in a 
womens race, have the chance to run purely with their own 
Sex and level of competition and thus feel more important. 
She is highly in favor of major regional and national road 
races for women only and this year, if it had not been for a 
cold, she'd have competed in the Bonnie Bell 10,000 Meter 
Road Race in Boston.
Like many of us, Barbara runs for Competition but only in 
the midst of many other important reasons. Even if she never 
ran another race, she admits that she would continue on with 
the running regiment. Looking at life in the very distant 
future she sees herself as a perpetual runner.
Will she break 3 hours at Boston this year? Ask the 
weatherman.
Cross-Country
Mar. IQ First Annual Waterville Valley Spring Fling Sprint 
All classes. Kid's race U km, starts at 11j30. other classes 
7A km race begins upon completion of junior race. fcU.OO entry<> 
(603) 236-8311 Water Valley Ski Touring Center, Waterville 
Valley, NH O3223
Mar. 1Q St. Patty's Day Sprint Waterville Valley, NH 
11:30; M- 7 Km; $'+.00 (&2./ USSA) Chuck Moeser, 
Waterville, Valley S.T.C., Waterville Valley, NH 03223 
(603) 236-8311
Marn -11 7.th. Annual Sunday Rlvp.r Langlauf Bethel, Me.
1:30; 3,5, and 10 km, Entry: $*?/l0 km, $3./5 km, $1./kids
race: Sv,eve Wight, RED 2, Box 1*H, Bethel, MP. OII217
(207) 82l+-2l+10
Man....1.1 Rurke Mountain Mixed Citizens Relay Race Burke, Vt.
1:00; 7.5 & 15 km, Entry: $4.00/team. Ohio Yerkes, Burke
Mountain Recreation, Inc., E. Burke, Vt. OJ?832 (802) 626-3305
Man^_ll USSA-East.ern Citizen Race Championships Bret ton Woods.NH 
2:00 15 km, Entry: $5.00 Bretton Woods Touring Center, Brenton
Woods NH 03575 (603) 27o-5000, open to USSA-Eastern members only.
Mar..—.1.7 Second Annual Fleischmann's Margarine Mixed Doubles Sprint_ 
Relay Championships at Waterville Valley Ski Touring Center, 
Waterville Valley, NH 03223 (603) 236-8311 time (?)
Mar. 18 Fleischmann Margarine Marathon Waterville Valley, NH 
8:00 50 km, Emily Crane, WVBBTS, Waterville, Valley, NH
(603) 236-8601
Mar.,.- 2*1 .Wild Mouse. Bun Carrabasrett Valley, Me. 11:30 10 km
Bill Chanard, Box 518, Carrabassett Valley, Me. 0U9U7 (207) 
237-2205 $3.50 entry ($1.75 USSA)
Mar.—31 Sandwich Notch Spring Open Waterville Valley, NH 
9:00 or 12:00; 15 km, Entry: $5.00 ($2.50 USSa) Chuck Moeser,
Waterville Valley 3.T.C., Waterville Valley, NH O}233 (603) 
236-8311
Aril.—1 Leila,_ Ladal, Paddle... Wiimlnton, Vt. 1:30 15 miles
Entry: $8.00/team of 4- or 5, j>2./individual, $R.00/team (USSA). 
Race Includes: x-c leg, bike Ing running leg, downhill ski leg, 
possible canoe leg. Contact: Kel Kahler, The White House S.T.C. 
Wilmington, Vt. 05363 (8o2) '+6U-2135
/ .1 ! 1 r. ' ■
nJ.
- , • . .
THL PLANS LIST
Wheel-Measured Courses
Hampden 8.5 Mlle Road Race 
June
Bowdoin 10 Mile Road Race 
Aug.
Bucksport Tour Du Lac 10 
Miler July
Camden 10,000 Meter Road Race 
July
James Bailey 5-Mile State 
Cross-Country Championships 
at Gorham- Sept.
Bar Harbor 13*1 Miler
Sept«
Casco Bay Marathon 
Portland Sept.
Maineac 10,000 Meter Road 
Race, Bangor Oct.
Freebranch Run
7-Miler Bridgton, Dec.
the honorable... 
Skip Howard 
Director 
Dale Arnold 
Director 
Cliff Hopkins
Anne & Steve 
Norton-Directors
Bruce & Bob
Booker-Directors
Dave Paul
Director
Dennis Jenkins 
Director
John Noyes 
Director
Norm Boucher 
Director
Jerry Levine 
Race director
Bill Sayres 
Race director
Lost Valley 15-Kilometer 
Road Race Auburn Oct.
The Great Pumpkin Race
Camp Ellis Nov. 6 4 1.5 milers
Goosepecker Ridge Run Jim Green
Freedom 842 milers
May
METRIC CONVERSION SCALE:
1 Kilometer = 0.621 miles 
10 Kilometers3 6.21M- miles 
15 Kilometers= 9.321 miles 
25 Kilometers3 15»53? miles 
50 Kilometers= 31*07 miles
Photos in Maine Running, 
and Roxdin Skiing
If anyone would like to have 
a photo of him/herself which 
has appeared in a previous 
issue, you may have it and 
the negative at no charge, 
just mail me a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope.
X miles = X(1.6O9) Kilometers
FUN RUNS
Hampden - Weatherbee-McGraw School, 9:30 ,
Sundays. Skip Howard, 1.0. Box 562, 
Bangor, Me. OH-UOl
Bucksport - Bucksport High School, 9:30, 
Sundays. Tim Emery. Bucksport Rec. Dept., 
Bucksport, Me. Obhlb
Brunswick- Longfellow School, Longfellow Ave., 9:30, Saturdays
AngUS.ta - Augusta Civic Center, 10:00, Sundays, Kathleen Abbott, 
Augusta Recreation Dept., Cony St., Augusta, Me. OU33O
CaHlhuu- Caribou High School, 9:00, every other we/'k, on Sundays. 
Conrad Walton, 35 Now Sweden Rd., Caribou, Me. 0^736
Far,Hand - Bonny Eagle High School, 6:00 pm, Sundays,
Tom Linsey, 286 Ray St,, Portland, Me. 0U103
** liar. 25 Mud Fast Road Run (Fun Run) Boothbay Harbor YMCA 
12:00. 2-mller, 5-miler. 6-miier, 10-miler. &2.5O entry. 
Director: Doug Long, YMCA, Boothbay Harbor, Me. OU538 633-2855
PROPOSED RESOLUTION FOR RACE DIRECTORS MEETING
Bangor, Maine 2/24/79
Resolved that all runners using public roads observe
safety precautions including but not limited to the following:
a. Running on the left hand shoulder facing oncoming traffic, 
except as otherwise provided in competition, under the 
supervision of public authorities.
b. Respecting vehicle rights of way except at designated 
pedestrian crossings.
c. Wearing clothing or reflective garments of high visibility 
in all light conditions.
d. At all times exercising due care in every respect for personal 
safety and at no time provoking or creating dangerous conditions 
for vehicles or others using public ronds.
Resolved, that in all competition or supervised group runs 
organizers or promoters shall coordinate all plans with police 
or traffic authorities, who shall approve and/or provide traffic 
safety management procedures, determine that runners are informed 
of such procedures, and supervise as needed compliance with such 
procedures during the events. ( Cont.pg.21)
yOUR Llfe
FITNESS CENTER
Manchester, Maine
tl
A PERSONALIZED, COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH PROGRAM FOR YOU —
no matter what your age.
We have the programs— and now the facility—
anked indoor track specifically engineered for 
running and endurance walking. Protected from the weather 
and free from the perils of the pavement, the padded oval 
track allows people of all ages an opportunity to exercise 
safely year round, under the guidance of a trained professional 
staff.
Located in the center of Manchester, Maine, this unique 
fitness center is accessible to the people of surrounding 
communities (Augusta, Gardiner. Winthrop, Manchester, Read­
field, Monmouth, Wayne, Litchfield, Richmond).
Memberships - Individual and family rates
Hours 5 5’30 am to 9s00 pm Monday through Friday
6:00 am to 6:00 pm Saturday
* Complete locker and shower room facilities
* Carpeted infield in center area of track for floor 
exercise
* Exercise equipment: treadmills, exercise bikes, weight 
training equipment (pulleys, weights, b<^nch for pressing, 
stall bars, sit up boards and other exercise devices.
* Medical advisory board of local physicians, including 
cardiologist, providing Run For Your Life professional
staff with immediate 
consultation and advice.
♦ Baby sitting during morn­
ing hours for mothers who 
need "a time for them­
selves”
McDonald's Townhouse
and
Camp Susan Curtis
10 K Benefit Road Race
DATE: Saturday, May 5, 1979 rain or shine. Starting time 2:30 p.m.
PLACE: 554 Congress Street, Portland, Maine
DISTANCE: 10 Kilometers
SPONSORS: McDonald's Townhouse Restaurant and Camp Susan Curtis
COURSE: Paved city streets through Portland's peninsula area - downtown, Munjoy 
Hill, Eastern Promenade, the Old Port, and the West End. Mile markers 
to be placed throughout the course.
ELIGIBILITY: Open race. However, any runner under the age of 18 must have parent's 
written permission to compete.
CATEGORIES: (l)Overall Male (2) Overall Female (3) 18 and under Male (4) 18 and under 
Female (5) 19 to 29 Male (6) 19 to 29 Female (7) 30 to 39 Male (8) 30 to 
39 Female (9) 40 to 49 Male (10) 40 to 49 Female (11) 50 and over Male 
(12) 50 and over Female
AWARDS: Trophies for all categories. Additionally, there will be second place 
trophies for categories 3 through 10. (One trophy per award willing runner.) 
T-Shirts will be given to the first 300 entrants.
CHECK-IN: Runners may register and check in at the corner of Congress Street and 
Oak Street next to McDonald's Townhouse. Post entries accepted until
2:15 p.m.
FACILITIES: No showers or change facilities - parking for a fee at Free Street Munici­
pal Garage or other commercial lots.
REFRESHMENTS: All runners will receive, after the race, a McDonald's Be Our Guest 
card redeemable for a regular size soft drink and regular cheeseburger 
at McDonald's Townhouse.
ENTRY FEE: $3.00 (Make check payable to Camp Susan Curtis)
MAIL ENTRY AND FEE: Camp Susan Curtis Benefit Road Race
157 High Street, Portland, Me. 04101
Telephone: 1-207-774-1552
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING:
Please enter me as a contestant in the McDonald's ® Townhouse/Camp Susan Curtis 
10-kilometer road race. In consideration of my entry being accepted, I assume all 
responsibility for and all risk of damage of injury that may occur to me while par­
ticipating in or as a result of participating in this event. In further consideration 
of my entry being accepted, I hereby for myself, my heirs, executors and administra­
tors waive, release, discharge and covenant to hold harmless and to indemnify the 
City of Portland, McDonald's Townhouse, and McDonald's Corporation, Camp Susan 
Curtis, The Susan L. Curtis Inundation, and their respective representatives, agents, 
employees and assigns from and against any and all actions, claims, damages, demands, 
rights or causes of action, whether known or unknown, anticipated or unanticiapted, 
present or future, resulting from or arising out of or incident to my competition 
in the above-described road race, whether caused to or by me. Further, I hereby 
release and authorize the use of my photograph and/or interview for press and media 
coverage purposes.
I have read and understand and signed the foregoing assumption of risk, release 
and indemnification agreement this day of 1979.
Signature _______________________________________
CATEGORY:
( ) 18 and under Male ( ) 18 and under Female ( ) 19 to 29 Male
( ) 19 to 29 Female ( ) 30 to 39 Male ( ) 30 to 39 Female
( ) 40 to 49 Male ( ) 40 to 49 Female ( ) 50 and over Male
( ) 50 and over Female
Print Name _______________________________________________________Age_________________
Last First M.I.
Address __ __________________________________________________________Zip Code __________
Street City State
Signature _________________________________  Club/School ______________________________
Date ________________________________
In consideration of the acceptance of the above-named as an entrant in the 
above-described road race, I/we, the undersigned, father and/or mother of the above- 
named, a minor, do forever release, acquit, discharge and covenant to hold harmless 
and to indemnify the City of Portland, McDonald's Townhouse, McDonald' s ^Corpora­
tion, Camp Susan Curtis, the Susan L. Curtis Foundation, and their representatives, 
agents, employees and assigns from and against any and all claims, damages, demands, 
rights or causes of action, on account of, or in any way growing out of, any and all 
known and unknown injuries which we may now or hereafter have as the parents of said 
minor, and also all claims, demands or rights of action for damages which the said 
minor has or may hereafter have either before or after he has reached his/her majority 
resulting or to result from any injury which may arise from the competition in the 
above-described road race. I/we further promise to bind myeslf/ourselves jointly 
and severally, my/our heirs, administrators and executors to repay the above described 
indemnities, their heirs, successors and assigns any sum of money that they may here­
after be compelled to pay on behalf of said minor because of such injury.
I/we further state that I/we have carefully read the foregoing release and 
indemnification agreement and know the contents thereof, and I/we sign the same as 
my/our own free act.
Signature ________________________________________
. . - ....
Signature
OLYMPIA SPORT CIHNTIZI?
Ihxaa Locations
Maine Mall Newington Mall 
So. Portland Newington, N.H.
No. Windham 
Shopping Center 
No. Windham, Me.
Cross 
Country 
Skis
Running Shoes
new balance adidas
PONY 0saucony Onitsuka
BROOKS^ Etonic*
Whereasthe Maine State DOT is promoting a state bond issue 
for various state road and bridge construction and repair projects, 
and Whereas the public roads are multiple use facilities for the 
use and benefit of all citizens for work and recreation and, 
Whereas such multiple uses include operation of motor vehicles, 
operation of bicycles, walking, and running individually or 
in group competition,
Now Thcrefore be it resolved by road race directors, officials 
of running clubs, and runners herein assembled that The State of 
Maine officially through its designated agency the DOT:
(a) Acknowledge the multiple uses hereinbefore set forth for 
the public roads, subject to the standards of items (1) 
and (2) above, and
(b) Provide in all plans for road and bridge projects designated 
and well-defined lanes, routes, and/or ways for the multiple 
enjoyment and safe use of the roads including those uses 
enumerated in (3) above.
W. G. Sayres
Androscoggin Running Club
ATTENTION
Rao* ENr*«otov*«
Entry forms which are to be inserted in 
copies of Maine. Runner should be on 8 1/2 by 
11" paper. The forms may be handled in the 
following waysi
1. Mall in any number of copies up to the 
total circulation number(for this, call ^7-5579) 
- cost - $10.00
2. Mail one copy of your entry form, which 
will be reproduced and inserted in all copies 
of the magazine - cos^-$10.00 plus 1 1/2^ 
per sheet printed. Colored paper also avail­
able. Under this arrangement I should have 
the original copy at least one week prior to
the next issue date which is every third Wednesday.
3. In either 1 or 2 above, you may have me 
insert your entry in the copies going to 
subscribers ox to the stores or Lolh.
Enclose check with form (s).
Race Results
Sai Fest Wintar Run
5-mlles Feb. 11
- Augusta
38 finishers
1. 
2. 
4:
5.
6. 
k 
9.
Dave Carlson 
Lloyd Ferriss 
George Liming 
Mark Simpson 
Michael Hanley 
Gerry Poulin 
Dick MacDonald 
Bob Shelton 
Bill Kerwin
10. Gary Grady
11. Robert Lizotte
12. Greg Nelson
13. Glen Lakkln
27 29’0*4
37(1 st JrMaster29»16 
27 29:27
2*4 30:19
31 30:31
21 30:37
*4-3(lst masters)31:0*4 
31:31 
31 ’3*+ 
31 :H2 
32:18 
32:U8 
33:05
*40
*4*4
29
26
31 
I6(1st 18 &
under)
1*4.Don Stowell
15. David Tiemann
16. Diane Fournier 
1st woman
17. Ronald Zorn
18. Harold Brann 
19»Carlton Mendel1
1st 50 & over 
2O.Kevin White 
21.Scott Rollins
22. Marsha Giglio
23. C' Ivin Boston 
24.S7K. Ellig
25.Robert Joliceur
25
32
23
33:25
33:39
33’2*4
Kingdon
*43 33’53
29
57
3*4’02
3l>:26
16 3*4 = 38
1? 3*4:53
3*4 35:28
36
44
35’30
35’3*4
35’37
38
33
12
19
35
38
32
33
36
39 
on 35 
Louis 3*4
26. Bruce
27. Ray Giglio
28. Kyle Rankin
29. Greg Emerson
30. Dennis Daros
31. Hyla Tracy
32. Kitty Pfeiffer
33. Darb Langdon 
3^.C.B. Olson
35. Dennis Morrill
36. John Gleas
37. Roger St. F
38. Langdon Davis 53
35: *49 
36:03 
36:07 
36: *45 
38:58 
39M0 
39:18 
39:28 
*40:13 
*40:25 
*40: *40 
*41 :01 
*4*4:1*4
Marty Thornton 
Race director
*******************
Portland Parks & Bacraatlan Winter. Jestival 5?4 Mile Road Phc. 
*;eb. 3 **5 finishors at Deering Oaks
1. 
2.
4:
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
Larry Greer 27:01 
Graydon Stevens28:00 
Owen Logue 28:52
Brian Gillespie 29:08
David Loranger 29:29
Richard Mulhern29 ’*+*4 
Joe Quirion 
Buddy Demont 
Kurt Nielsen
10. John Gorham
11. Bob Coughlin
12. Bill. Leschey
30:06
30:38
30:^2
31136
32:20
32:36
13.Charlie McDonald
1*4,George Nason
15. Mark Hoffmaster
16, Carltoh Mendell
17»Tom Campbell
18. Joseph Bean
19. Ted Perry
20. Dave Silverbarnd
21. John Mazza
22. Bruce Kingdon
23. Craig Dietrich
2*4.Robert Milliken
32’5*4 
33’1*4 
33:17 
33’21 
33’38 
33’^3 
33’57 
3*+’*41 
3*4: 5*4 
35’13 
35’17 
35’*+!
25«>Fred Hegemelster 36:03
26.Donald Berthiaume36:1p 
27•Larry Barker
28.Carlton Comstock
29*Harry McMann
30. David Dyer
31. Floyd Cook
32. Herb Strom 
33»Ken Shone
34.Barbara Coughlin
35-Eugene Davis
36:34 
36:45 
36:1+9 
37:00 
37:02 
37:23 
38:21 
38:24 
38:38
36. Finn Kelly
37. Chris Comstock
38. Will Leschey
39. Bruce Allen
+0.Richard Morry
M.Roger St. Louis
42. Cushman Anthony
43. Ray Ruby
44. David Gallant
45. Gerald Brass ley
4<):50 
40:51 
41 :42
Brian Gillespie 
Maine Track Club
Maine Mall,, Cinema ,5*6 Mile Road Race, 
at SMVTI, So. Portland 50
Feb. 11
finishers
1.
2.
l\
7.
8.
9.
10. Wayne Clark
11. Larry Jensen
12. Bill Guyton
13.Sam Sleeper
14. Bill Leschey
15. Bob Coughlin
16. Paul Lachance
17. Glen Poland
18. David Silverbrand36:25
19. Barry Howgate 36:32
20. Charlie Gordon 36:35
21. John Dakin 36:38
22. Joseph Bean 36:42
23. David Smith 36:51
24. Bob French 36:55
25. Ted Perry 37:18
Lehane 
Kuprewricz 
Greer 
Crawford 
Loranger
Bruce
Bryan
Larry
David
David
Richard Mulhern
Brian Gillespie 
Bob Smyth
Buddy Demont
28:56 
29:05 
29:^9 
30:30 
31:13 
31 :^2 
32:06 
32:10 
32:46 
32:58 
33’-26 
33 = 3,9 
33:54 
34:17 
34:20 
35:27 
35:30
Milliken
DiBlase
26. Bob
27. Jim
28. Pete Bastow 38:05 
20.Wallv McDonald 38:5
30. Ron Davis 38:55
31. Lloyd Cook 38:58
32. Wendy Thaxter 39:01 
33»Katrinka Leschey39:12
34. David Dyer *+0:14
35. Richard Helkkienen
40:19
36. Carl Comstock 4-0:4+
40:48
41 :05
41 :08
37. George Bell
38. Doug Drissen
39. Gene Davis
40. Barbara Coughlin *+1:19 
*+1.Debbie I.orangerM :*+2
42. Bob Gould 41 :44
43. Finn Kelly 4l :48
44. Dennis Fortin *+2:03
45.Orlando Delogu 42:26
46.Will Leschey 45:07 
47.0am Comstock 46:5'0
48. Larry
49. Chris
50. Lynda
Hammond 47:64
Comstock?0:35
Provost 50:38
Brian
Maine
Gillespie 
Track Club
Bnokland le..Rnad Race.
Feb. 25 at SMVTI, So. Portland 
6M- finishers
1. Paul Hammond 29 58
2. Ken Hammond 30 28
3. Jim Harmon 30 29
h, Joe Ouirlon 31 17
5. Brian Gillespie 31 29
6. Buddy Demont 31 3*+
7. Sam Sleeper 32 00
8. Gary Quimby 32 07
9. Art Feeley 32 58
10.Mike Dube 32 58
11.Wayne Clark 33 oh-
12.John Gorham 33 06
13.Robert Duddy 33 ih
ih.Bob Coughlin 33 36
15.Larry Jensen 33 h8
16.Bill Leschey 33 55
17.Jim Babb 3^ 21
18.Ron Zorn 3y 33
19.Jim Kein 3j+ 3h
20.Barry Howgate 3*+ 36
21.Paul LaChance 35 00
22.Dick McFaul 35 28
23.Pete Baston 35 h-h
2^ Brian Dench 36 09
25.Larry Pierce 3w 17
26.Carlton Mendell 36 23
27.Ted Perry 36 26
28.Al Dingley 36 3*+
29.Jeff Smith 36 38
30.Bruce Kingdon 36 39
31.Carol Comstock 36 h9
32.Jim DiBiage 36 55
33.Dave Smith 35 56
3^.John Mazza 37:16
35*Greg Emerson 37:26
36. Bob Milliken 37:’3+
37. Bob Perkins 37:59
38. Marsha Giglio 38:02
39. Lloyd Cook 38:07
*+0.Herb Strom 38:18
M.Dennis Fortin 38:29
*+2.Bill Whelen 39:10
^3.Brian Flanders 39:37
hh.Fred Sweetser 39 :h5
^5.Finn Kelly 39:h8
^6.Ray Giglio 39:50
1+7.Mlke Jackson h0:00
^8.Roger St. Louis *+0:01
^9.Doug Driesen i+0:1l+
50. Chris Kein 5-0:15
51. Barbara Coughlin ho:5O
52. Bob I.rovost h-1:37
53. Gene Do vis ’+2:02
5^.Chris Comstock l<-2:i0
55*Ron Tremblay *+2:4^
56. Will Leschey h2:U5
57. Ray Hruby *+3;05
58. Cushman Anthony U-3:U+
59«O K Hammond h-5:O5
60. Cush Haywaward h5:11
61. Cathy Martin ^7:55
62. Lynda Provost 51:09
63. Joyce Cook 52:22
6h,Llz Dunderley 55;O7
Brian Gillespie
Maine Tra. ck Club
Br.Qjsk.tnn. Hara thou Avon, MA
Feb. 25th
Bob Shelton 
Cliff Fletcher 
Bob Jolicouer
Winthrop
Gardiner
Winthrop
3H5
3:55
3:*+9
5+ miles of cross-country ski 
trails, 1/2 mile "Fitness Trail" 
with 5 exercise stations for 
complete physical fitness
SPORTS E.T.C.
Amite 1, Irimswiek
729-^2
YEARLY Unlimited Membership 
Family ® SI50 00 
Couples * SI 10 00 
Single # S 75 00
S 55.00 ___
S 4b 00___
S 35 00
WINTER Unlimited Membership 
Family * 
Couple *
Single *
SUMMER Unlimited Membership 
Family* SI 10 00_____
Couples* S 75 00 
Single * S 50.00
ASSOCIATE Membership
6M«nths.*S 15 00
Yearly « S 20 00
^Platform Ttennis^^J
Two courts, with lights for overling playlna.
Year-round playing with warming hut
Piano Tuning
MODERN ELECTRONIC TUNING SERVICE
by CENTRAL MAINE PIANO TUNING PIANO
OF PITTSFIELD
Rick Krause Pianist
CALL 4S7-5579
RPH .fr-Mllflr Hampden
Mar. h- 15 finishers
1. Glendon Rand
2. Tim Donovan
3. Glenn Holyoke
H-. Tom Leonard
5. Scott Marstess
6. Gary Quimby
7. Fergus Kenny
8. Cliff Hatfield
9. Margarle Clapper
10. Ron Frembley
11. Jim Garrity
12. Mary Clapper
13. Leona Clapper
14. Charlie Clapper 
l5«Phil Winchester
17 22:12 Brewer
18 22:32 Brewer
17 22:33 Brewer
22 23:07 Bangor
17 23 = 31 Brewer
26 24:06 Newburge
15 2U:U8 Bangor
*+5 25:0? Hermon
15 29:07 Bucksport
25 31 :56 Newburge
36 33:37 Bangor
15 33:56 Bucksport
U8 35:16 Bucksport
U? 37:33 Bucksport
37 *3:30 B&ngor
Bob Booker
Race director
***************
Dear Rick,
First, I Just want to thankyou for a Job well done on Maine 
Running & Nordic Skiing . Your magazine has certainly grown in 
the past year in size, scope, quality of the printing, and even 
an added sport. Probably due to all of these reasons and also 
to the obvious need for a magazine in Maine covering running & 
cross-country skiing, MR & NS has grown substantially in the 
amount of subscribers. Well deserved, for sure! '■ ne suggestion 
that I would like to make is a column in each issue relating to 
running (or cross-country skiing) by a professional or other well 
informed person, who works with or for runners in some way. The 
articles by Dick McDonald on stress injuries of running is a 
good example. Possible sources for these articles could include: 
track coaches, podiatrists, chiropractors, osteopaths, exercise 
physiologists, yoga teachers, etc. e . ,
Jim Green 
Freedom
Women ELSjl Men . Eta*
1. Robin Emery 51+-15 1. Ken Flanders 5^.15
2. Jane Patrick 36.1 2. Ken Graham 36.1
3. Robin Estey 18.05 3. Dan Barker 18.93
U, Kathrinka Leschey17-15 *+. James Gillard 18.05
5. Barbara Coughlin 13.53 5. Ralph Thomas 1^.15
6, Evelyn Hewson 11.71 6. Bryan Kuperwlcz 13-10
7. Carby Griffin IO.83 7. Frank Carroll 12.15
8. Pam Moulton 8.1 8. Bruce Lehane 10.2
9* Marty Thornton 7.05 9. Paul Hammond 9.6
10.Marsha Giglio 6.U 10, Fred Judkins 7.05
11.Patty Luce ^.7 11. Ken Hammond 6.«+
12.MarJi Adams 2.7 12. Larry Gre<->r U.92
13.Maggie Newton 2.35 13» Dan Paul 3-.61
1^.Cathy Martin 1.92 1^. Jim Harnn n 3.2
15.Phoebe Adams 1.61 1 5. Tom Bril 2.35
16.Irene Jennings 1 .M 16. Tony Esposito 2.*+3
17» Lynda Provost l.lM- 17.Joe Quirlon 1 .92
18.Jackie Trefethen 0.81 18.David Crawford 1.5
19.Sandy Brown o.5*+ 19.Jerry Ricker 1 .Ul
20.Brian Gillespie 0.61+
21.Andre Benoit 0.5H
22.David Lorangrr o.5o
23.Alexis Grabby 0J+7
How th* points ar* rigiir*d: 
in the current point
1st place 
2nd place 
3rd place 
hth place 
5th place
= 15 pts
= 10 pts
- 5 pts
= 3
= 1
pts 
pt.
if second, etc.) to
The point totals on pg. 27 include the 1978 Turkey Tmt and 
road races up to anl including the Feb. 2?th Bookland" J.6 Miler. 
Only races which ar» listed in th* MR & NS schedule and which have 
their results reported in the publication are Counted in the 
scoring totals, *Note: Do to my own unintentional
omission, the Sno F»st 5~i'iler in 
Augusta, on Fob. 11th, was not Included
, totals, but it will be included in th* next issue 
The points are multiplied by the 
number of finishers in the race, divided 
by 100. Example^ in a race with 71 
finishers, this number is divided by 100, 
equaling .71 . Then, .71 is multi­
plied by 15 pts. (if 1st place, 10 pts.
equal the points for that one race. A running 
be kept as the year progresses, listing the top 25tally wil
men and women in the state
»*♦+*♦♦*♦**♦***♦
TROPHIES 8. 
AWARDS
I believe, 
be you greatest asset to your 
... Write or call us for your
When you order trophies and awards for 
those special moments in life you know you 
can rely on Economy Trophy. Economy is only 
one side of the story 
will
Seeing is believing
or estimates.
that quality 
award.
free catalog
Stare hours: •Prompt service
Mon.-Frl. 2:00 - 5:00
Sat. morning 9:00-12:00
♦Engraving
♦Trophies
♦Plaques
Economy Trophy
Bob Hagopian 
109 Main St.
Madison, Me. 0^950 
696-55^8
CROSS-COUNTRY
SKIS, BOOTS AND 
SKI SETS
ALPINE
SKIS, BOOTS AND 
SKI SETS
SKI ACCESSORIES
CROSS-COUNTRY
52 Main St., WotTvilU, 04*01
"THE RUNNING
SHOE STORES
FOR MEN:
n
NEW BALANCE-320, TRAIL 
NIKE-WAFFLE TRAINER, OCEANIA 
ADIDAS-DRAGON
PUMA-EASY RIDER, ROCKET 
OSAGA-TRAINER, CALIENTE 
FASTRAK-MARATHON
BRUCE JENNER—880, 1500
FOR WOMEN:
NEW BALANCE-320
NIKE-WAFFLE TRAINER OCEANIA, 
PUMA-ROCKETTE
ADIDAS-DRAGON, TRX, COUNTRY GIRL 
OSAGO—TRAINER, CAPRA
PRO KEDS-PANTHER, RAVEN, JOGETTE 
BROOKS-VILLANOVA, VANTAGE 
FASTRAK-MARATHON, FOXY LADY
FOR CHILDREN:
ZIPS BY STRIDERITE 
KID POWER, OSAGA, ADIDAS
Standard Shoes
DOWNTOWN BANGOR • BANGOR MAI L • AIRPORT MAIL 
PRES OUT ISLE • WALL RVIl LE
Ski-Tours & Clinics
Mar._ 2.-11 Southern Vermont - Ski Tours of Vermont
Family Country Inn Ski Tour Weekend - Spend two nights with 
your family at the same comfortable country inn. Lessons, if 
needed, alternate with ski tours in different directions over 
varyingterrain chosen to suit you family.
Beginner Country inn Ski Tour Weekend- Spend two nights at 
a comfortable country inn, alternating lessons with short 
tours through the surrounding countryside.
Registration and deposit are required at least one week in 
advance (first come, first served).
For information, contact:
Anne Bialek
18 School St.s Northampton, MA 01060 
(*+13) 584-9806, 4 pm thru 8 pm M-F
Mar.»._lZr-1 A Wolfboro, NH - The Nordic Skier
Free moonlight tour (603) 569-3151
Mar. 12-14 Eastern Professional Ski Touring Instructors 
Certification Examination (El STI). For further information 
contact John Wiggin (8o2) 457-2114
Held at Woodstock Ski Touring Center, Woodstock, Vt, 05091
Mar. 16-18 Tepee Ski Tour - Andover, Vermont
The day’s ski tour ends at a snug Indian tepee with an 
open fire in the center; the night is spent in a Twentieth 
Century Buffalo Robe— a cozy sleeping bag! Families with mature 
children will enjoy tepe^ life, too. More ski touring on Sunday.
Registration and deposit are required at least one week in 
advance. For further information, contact:
Anne Bialek, 18 School St., Northampton, MA 
01060 (*+13) 584-9806, 4 pm thru 8 pm M-F
Mar. 17-18 Ski Clinic Pinkham Notch Camp, Gorham, NH 
Empasis on mastering downhill techniques with standard ski 
tour equipment. Indoor and outdoor instruction on Saturday, all 
day tour on Sunday. Bring your own equipment. Entire cost 
is $31*75? which includes $10. non-refundable registration fee, 
all instruction, meals, and lodging from Saturday breakfast 
through Sunday lunch. For those wishing to stay Friday night 
in the lodge, there is an additional charge of $8.
For further information, contact: 
Reservation Secretary 
Pinkham Notch Camp 
Gorham, NH 03581 (603) 366-2727
Mar. 24-2 ,5 Ski Clinic - Pinkham Notch 
Camp, Gorham, NH
Learn true skiing in moutainnus 
terrain, Skins, cable binding and 
adventure are pre-requisites. Wpl] 
cover the fundamentals of ski mountain­
eering as well as winter safety.
The entire cost of the program is 
$31.75, which includes $10. non-
Cross-Country
refundable registration fe<>, all instructions, meals, a nd lodging 
from Saturday Breakfast through Sunday lunch. For those wishing tn 
stay Friday night in the lodge, there is an additional charge of 
#8.
For more information, contact*. 
Reservations Secretary 
Pinkham Notch Camp 
Gorham, NH 03581 
(603) U66-2727
Mar. 25 Annual Temple Touring Club WarackTrall Tour 
at Temple Mt* Ski Area, Peterborough, NH
from Mt. Watatlc Ski Area, Rt. 119, Ashby, MA to Temple Mt 
Ski Area. 15 miles- for experienced tourers. 9:3O am
For further information, contact:
Mike Beebe, (603) 92^-69^9
Mar. 2^-30 Gr^at Vermont lnn-To-lnn Ski Tour
This tour takes you from one inn to another across the best 
skiing in the Green Mountains. It is fairly challenging, for 
intermediate skiers — both adults and families with good young 
skiers.
—also —
Mar.29-Apr.1 Yoga Ski Country Inn Weekend
Combines two mights in a Vermont country inn with lnstructicn 
in yoga and skiing, aid ski toups through the surrounding country­
side.
- or a -
Novice Country Inn Ski Tour Weekend- Spend two nights at 
the same comfortable cuuntry inn. Lessons alt^inate with ski 
tours in different directions over varying countryside chosen 
to match skills and ambitions.
Registration and deposit for all these tours is required at 
least one we- k in advance.
Anne Blalek, 18 School St., N jrthamptun,
MA 01060 (M3) 58^-9806, U pm thru 8 pm M-F
Apr. 1 Ski Tour - Bethel, Maine Sunday River Inn & Ski
Touring Center
Conditiohs permitting, Sunday River Ski Touring Center will 
hold a kerosene lamp lit ski tour through the pine woods to a 
sheltered bonfire site where hot chocolate, marshmallows, fun, 
and fellowship will be shared.
Contact: Steve Wight
(207) 82R--2MO
Apr.6-8 Basic Winter Outdoor Skills Weekend - Andover, Vt,
Introduces skiers and snowshoers t o basic know-how and skills 
for keeping out of trouble in winter. Covers selecting and 
establishing emergency shelters, fire making, omerg«ncy food and 
drink, map and compass, handling injuries in the field, clothing, 
and psychological factors.
Friday and Saturday night spent in camp accomodations. 
Registration and deposit required one week in advance. For further 
inf oyinatl’ii, contact: Anne Blalek, 18 School St;., Northampton, MA
EDULE OF FITNESS CLINICS 
25 Hammond Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
942-3627
Wednesday Evenings 7:30 P.M.
7 - Total Fitness 
Ken Remsen
14 - Running and the Nervous System
Sandy Tamm
21 - Running After 40 and 50
Jerry Farlow, Anne Norton,
Ed Brlssette, Frank Jewell
28 - Beginning Racing
Fred Judkins, Ron Howell
Bob Booker, Gary Quimby
APRIL
4 - Marathonlng
Gil Morong, Eileen Hallee,
Thom Amnotte, Barbara Hamaluk
11 - Race Directing
Rick Krause, Norm Boucher
Dick McDonald
18 - The Cracker-Barrel Philosophy of Running
Deke Talbot
25 - Women’s Running
Robin Emery, Leona Clapper,
Joyce Howard
Stores that sell Mai ne 
Running, it L'nrdl c ..Skiing...
Bud’s - Pittsfield 
Phldlppides Running Center- 
Bangor
Goldsmiths Sporting Goods- 
Bangor & Old Town 
athletic Attic- BangorMall 
Wadlelgh's - nrono 
University of Maine 
Bookstore - Orono
Burnham Drug- °ld Town 
Thriftway- Orono
Joe’s Smoke Shop-
Waterville
Peter Weber Sports-
Waterville
Colby College Bnokstore-
Waterville
Run For Your Life-augusta 
Ronco’s- Gardiner
Winthrop Drug- Winthrop 
Eastern Mountain Sports - 
Auburn
The Good Sports-Brunswick
The Ski Stall-Brunswick 
Bookland- Brunswick
Bowdoin College Bookstore- 
Brunswick
The Ski Stall- Bath 
Bookland - Bath
The Snow Shed- Falmouth 
Downeast Court Club- 
Falmouth
Janies Bailey Co.-Portland 
Bookland- downtown Portland 
Olympia Sport Center- 
Maine Mall, So. Portland 
Bookland - Mall Flaza,
So. Portland
ROADTESTED
BY SOME OF THE 
WORLD'S BEST
Moving Comfort clothes train 
long and hard to meet the demands 
of world class runners and 
women who simply demand quality.
The Name In Running For
2400 Years
?') Hammond Street
Bangor, M0o 0^*401
9U2-36P7
by
Deke Talbot
Part II
It. was new 1:00 A.M., and we were ready to return to the bote] .
S^me taxis were still running, but. their meters were nob, so we braced 
menol vos for some hard bargaining. The first, cabble quoted 300 drachmas, 
al? i<r declined; he drove off without another offer. The next cabble 
was an ••ur! w.-irdlr friendly rogue who didn't, quote prices, so we decided 
to take our chances. He knew enough English to say, "1 know a place. Good 
girls". We played along as he drove ns to a seedy bar, obviously a pickup 
spot, for prnstitui , s. None w<rr then available, -and this soured the dis 
position of the follow, uh<- bad aj>p-'r-n fl • fl nir-d ■ n n’ck'ug up a fat 
commission. Back at the hotel, he quoted his price; 200 drachmas. George 
took command. After haggling with the cabbie for the socially required time, 
he handed him 100 drachmas and wo got cut.
After all. the excitement, now I can't sleep. Maybe It's jet.lag, or 
perhaps simply the fact that I haven'i followed any sort of a schedule for 
severaj days. Tomorrow, hopefully I'll have the good sense to rest.
Sunday, October 16
Quiet at last. Walt and several of the others have gone on a onp-dny 
island cruise organized by the tour, which I am passing up because Steve Kern 
and I are planning an island trip after the race. Besides, T don't want a 
bout of seasickness now.
It is time to reflect about what Walt Stack Is really like. His boister­
ous manner and physical vitality cannot hide completely his complement of 
shyness and fear of the unknown. He admits that this trip to Athens was 
solely to run the Marathon, saying that after his twenty-six years at sea 
he has no need for further adventure. He will leave Athens on Thursday for 
San Francisco. His wife Marcie, on the other hand, will be going on an 
Aegean-Isles and Holy band tour with some others in the California group.
She is clearly more independent, more adventuresome that Walt, closer to 
the sources of the vitality they share. Walt is dependent upon the familiar 
routine, the stock phrases and expressions, the same gung-ho companions; 
although his schedule, his expressions, and his companions are unique among 
70-year olds, he is probably less adaptable than most men his age. He depends 
upon Marcie more than he might care to admit. Like the Norse god Thor, who 
was wrestled to the ground by the old crone who symbolized Old Age, none of 
us is free from the powers that Time brings to hear upon us.
After the usual skimpy breakfast, 1 decided to take a leisurely walk to 
Syntagma Square for some more food, and to check on the tourist-information 
bureaus. I was able to find the Athens Hilton, an ugly conerete-block land­
mark at the intersection of two main thoroughfares. At that point, 1 quickly 
got lost. The Athenian streets near the main squares gradually blend and sepa­
rate at oblique angles, as in Boston (with drivers to match, I might add). No 
street signs are provided on the main thoroughfares, and even if they were, 
the sight of a sign which says OAOg BoVAHF. does not remind one of Voulis 
Street (which it is). Taking a wrong turn onto one of the streets that veered 
gradually away from the center of the city, I came upon the Olympic Stadium, 
where the race will finish tomorrow. The marble stadium is much more impressive 
and well-kept than I expected, but despite my fantasies 1 cannot expect massive 
crowds in the stands tomorrow at the end of the race. In truth, T have no idea 
what to expect.
along the sidewalks. They all sell the same items: 
crackers, pound cake, cookies and sunglasses, but 
the sidewalk vendors selling roasted chestnuts, I 
where I could buy cheese pie anti other goodies
flaky filo pastrv. I have decided that mv favorite 
which has a pudding filling inside the filo pasttv. 
is this what brought you back to Ithaca?
From Olympic Stadium I could reestablish my bearings on the city map and 
I quickly found Syntagma. Unfortunately, the tourist bureaus were mostly 
closed, so I started looking for food. 1 had an inexplicable lust for sou- 
vlakl, a sandwich made with grilled lamb, tomatoes and peppers rolled in a 
piece of flat pita bread, f had no luck among the innumerable kiosks, which 
were sprouted everywhere 
magazines, film, candy, 
never souvlaki. Passing 
found a confection-shop 
made with the light, 
is the cream pie. 
Tell me, Ulysses,
Monday, October 17: THE RACE
I still find it hard to comprehend, after mv casual approach to the 
race. The first finisher in our tour group; a PR by over h 1/2 minutes 
(2:61:37); the 22nd finisher in a starting field of over 1000. Down, vanity!
But in retrospect I really can't remember all that much about the race, 
as sometimes happens when the tunnel-visi on of concentration produces unex­
pectedly good results. 1 do remember the cool morning, the promise of a tail­
wind; the Babel-like atmosphere of the starting area at the Plains of Marathon, 
with flags everywhere; finding Steve Kern by looking for the olive-green Army 
buses amid the din...but the pain of the race, if there was any, is blocked 
out. Actually the course, except for the history of the start and finish, is 
unremarkable. The first sect ion was over the flat, semi-arid plains, with the 
only diversion being a detour past the mass grave of the (.reek soldiers who 
died in the battle which gave its name to rhe race, lhe hills which followed 
were long and gradual, not flit' fearsome grades we hail expected. The only part 
of the race I choose to remember is the gradual six-mile downhill into Athens, 
heading for the Olympic Stadium. At this point the sun was directly into our 
eyes, producing a glare which completely washed the road from sight. As I 
drove for the finish, I watched the dark, ghostlike figures of other runners 
bobbing ahead, swimming through the sunlight. On occasion one of the shadows 
would grow larger, transform itself into a weary, pain-filled human being, and 
then disappear behind me. Finally, with less than a mile to go, the familiar 
concrete block of the Athens Hilton came into view. Mv feeling toward that 
landmark at that moment is best expressed bv the French term "j <’Ii-I aid"; some­
thing which in its familiar ugliness strikes a chord of joy within us.
Al the finish line, while 1 shivered underneath a wool blanket from the
sudden chill, I missed seeing many of our tour group members finish. I did 
recover in time to see Steve Kern finish, limping along with a bruised heel. 
Eater Walt, barechested as usual, came thundering to the finish with two 
Marine buddies. As 1 hobbled inside the bus, putting on mv warmups so I could 
be more comfortable outside talking to Steve, the bus driver cane aboard .and 
to toll him, 
heli i nd t he curt a i n
mot toned for me to leave so lie could move 
"Obviously, you don't know what it's like 
of the language barrier.
After making some rental ivn plans to 
the hotel with the others. Tonight we had 
off rousingly well. Naturally, we all got
the 
to r
ting,
I <■  n
bus. I was able 
un a Marathon",
St eve t omoflow, 
victory di nner ,
meet
Olli
i ntox i ca ted on 
started telling rowdy stories about 99-vear-old men. But
of our confidence that 
about t lie po 1 i t i c s o f 
Janus-faced, looks both east and west , 
although the regular Greek will 
one might expect from his 
Palestinian posit ion;
normal ronvers.it ion. F.d Barvii k, a 
closest toiir-group finisher to me, 
or more particularly I lie Jews, for 
t i a I glut' for t he
or naI ionaI or i gi n , 
mus t no t. bo all owed
t started
I wo. WaIt 
in the midst 
began t a Ik i ng
I ret 
and i 
a beer or 
somewhere
no subject could then cloud our horizon, we 
the Middle East . Somehow in this variegated country which, 
this touchy subject is never forgotten, 
not discuss politics with foreigners. Walt, as
Communist background, lent his moral support to the 
but his argument was considerably muted considering his 
doctor from Pennsylvania who bad been the 
began an emotional defense of the Israelis, 
whom lie set's the land of Israel as an essen-
fragile bonds holding together a people who share not race, 
or common ancestors, but. onlv a principle, an ideal which 
t o pt' r i sb .
It was obvious that Ed was suffering more from the exchange than 
Walt was. This had nothing to do with the merits of each position, hut rather 
with the frame of mind of the debaters. Walt will lend his opinion to any 
subject asked of him, with a childlike, Babe-Ruthlan exhuberance, and to 
him this discussion was nothing more than a friendly exchange, a mental 
exercise. But Ed seemed to be unable to discuss the issue without the entire 
commitment of heart, soul, body and mind. He seemed to be suffering a bitter 
wound, as if his best friend had, in a fit of exhuberance, punched him and 
broken his jaw. He could not be consoled, and our dinner broke up in con­
fusion .
In the course of the everyday news, we sometimes become so accustomed 
to the ongoing tragedies of world conflict that we forget that real people 
cry real tears over them. It is well to keep that in mind, if we can.
October 18:
The adrenalin must still be working through my system; I feel virtually 
no pain. 1 had no difficulty walking downtown, where I met Steve and made 
our plans for future travels. We join Steve's sister Sally and his cousin 
Julie for a cruise to Mykonos tomorrow, and after we return to Athens we fly 
to Zurich; thence every man for himself as we try to meet again in Heidel­
berg, where Steve works.
In my last few hours in Athens, I try to gather what mementos of the 
race I can. Last night we went to a hotel near Omonia Square, the busiest 
Athenian thoroughfare away from Syntagma, to meet with the crowds of photo­
graphers who were selling pictures of the runners taken during the race. 
Looking through the piles of photographs, I found a frustrating print taken 
at the Tomb of Marathon where I was only half into the picture. Damn, if 
I only could have run a half-second faster. I did buy a good color print 
showing me in front of a large pack, but my form looks awful. Legs going in 
one direction, arms the other. I also heard about a newspaper which had a 
long Greek-language account of the race, but not knowing the name of the 
paper, I had a mad scramble to find it. Eventually succeeding, I found the 
name of the paper easy to remember: AtjiletJJki.
With my mementos safely packed away, I went for a surprisingly-easy 
five mile run up the steep hills very close to the hotel. Running through 
the soft clay soil of a cypress-laden park on the hillside, I found I could 
run hard enough to feel some effort without pain. Above the park rose some 
streets so steep that ridges were built into the roads to give traction. 
By doing some switchback running I was able to tack my way to a point where 
the road went no higher. Looking back through the soft twilight upon the 
galaxy of city lights made me realize why people foolishly build houses on 
hillsides, and subject themselves to the landslides and mudslides which Nature 
sente them as a reminder that they do not belong there. We do not truly earn 
such views except by our own effort, and then the privilege is only temporary.
Tonight, regrettably, was the last meeting of the cognoscenti, the last 
time I get to hear Walt call me "champ". We had our final gathering at Ta 
Skalakia and out final pastry-shop excursion. Later I met Fritz and George in 
the hotel and gave them my chef-d'oevre, my secret formula which carried me 
through law school:
Down-Home Health-Food Pizza
2 cups whole wheat flour 1 1/2 cups water (85°) 3 tbsp, safflower oil
2 cups unbleached flour Prince's Pizza Sauce
1 pkg. dry yeast 6 oz. sauteed mushrooms
6 oz. shredded mozzarella 
Optional: Substitute 1 cup yogurt for 1/2 cup water.
Mix flour. Don't sift (too messy). Separately, mix yeast and water. Add yeast­
water mixture to flour. Add oil (unrefined) to dough. Knead 10 min. and set over 
heat 2 hours. Cut dough into 2 balls; roll one out, freeze the other. Add sauce.
(to be continued next Issue)
Wind
mph Temp. 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0 - 5 -10 -15 -20 -25 -30
5 33 27 21 16 12 7 1 - 6 -11 -15 -20 -25 -31 -35
10 21 16 9 2 - 2 - 9 -15 -22 -27 -31 -38 -45 -52 -58
15 16 11 1 - 6 -11 -18 -25 -33 -40 -45 -51 -60 -65 -70
20 12 3 - 4 - 9 -17 -24 -32 -40 -46 -52 -60 -68 -76 -81
25 7 0 - 7 -15 -22 -29 -37 -45 -52 -58 -67 -75 -83 -89
30 5 - 2 -11 -18 -26 -33 -41 -49 -56 -63 -70 -78 -87 -94
35 3 - 4 -13 -20 -27 -35 -43 -52 -60 -67 -72 -83 -90 -98
40 1 - 4 -15 -22 -29 -36 -45 -54 -62 -69 -76 -87 -94 -101
WIND CHILL TABLE
tSki Tourer’s Pledge
I will protect the land and natural re­
sources of the land on which I ski. I will 
make it my personal business to leave the 
land in such a condition that except for the 
tracks of my skis upon the snow, no one 
will ever know that I was there. I will al­
ways treat the land gently so that I may 
return in the future and be welcomed as an 
old friend.
Subscription to Maine Running No^dln 
Sviing
Runnflrs* $10*50/yr. for 17 issues, published 
every three weeks. $20.00 for 2 yrs.
S.kiars t $M-.OO for 6 issues - published from 
early December to late March. $7.50 for 2 yrs.
Name
Address
City, State, Zip Code
Mfilna Road Racing Clube
no Mflatara
Dick Goodie, Pres.
63 Revere St. 
Portland, Me. 0M03
Androscoggin Harr1era
Bill Sayres, Pres.
RFD 3, Box 119 
Auburn, Me. Oh-210
£ha Good Sports Running 
Club - Ken Flanders 
c/o The Good Sports
3 Pleasant St. 
Brunswick, Me. 04<)11
Miln* Track Club
Brian. Gillespie
3 Grace St. 
Portland, Me. 04103
Marathon Sports Running
Club- Bob LaNigra, Pres. 
Rocky Hill Rd.
S&co, Me. 04072
Central Maine Str.idari
Fred Judkins, Pres. 
35 Boutelle Ave. 
Waterville, Me. 04901
Olympia Track Cluh. 
Wayne Clark, Pres. 
44 Stevens Ave. 
Portland, Me. 04102
Sunrise County Boid.
Runnars-Dale Lincoln, 
Pres. Box 168
Perry, Me. 04667
Capitol Jnggara
Cliff Fletcher, Pres. 
103 Winthrop St.
Augusta, Me. 04330
Downs sat Stxidaxa
Jonathan Howland
Box 37, RFD 1
Bar Harbor, Me. 04609
Maine Running & Nordic Skiing 
Rick Krause, Ed Itor/Pub.
1 Summer Street
Pittsfield, Maine 04967
Mr. & Mrs. Ward Krause
P.O. Box 522, Bolton Branch 
Manchester, Ct. 06040
